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Caused
Spreading
Saucy Little
. Princess Alexandra Expressed Desire ents. Nevertheless it is hoped that
the future. The board realized someThere is joy in the Jack Johnson
Accident.
to Meet Wife of
Venus.
thing like $150 for the fund to put
some arrangement will be made soon
camp as the result of the announceof United States.
the Rito de los Ftijoles and Ben Hur
and a vote be taken on the railroad
ment that veteran Billy DeLaney who
room in fhe Old Palace in condition
biU some time early in June, at least,
Pueblo, Colo., May 25. Fifteen peo- trained Corbett and Jeffries for the
Bluefields, Nicaragua,
May 25.
for visitors in accorrdance with the
London, May 25 Mrs. Theodore and then take up the statehood bill pie were injured at 1 : 30 o'clock this ' championship is to coach the negro for
A. government force from
Roosevelt visited Buckingham palace and continue it as unfinished business morning when two coaches of the Den his fight with Jeffries. Johnson him (Bulletin.)
splendid plan of the New Mexico Musthe
Venus today boarded and eum trustees.
with
gunboat
chat
a
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until passed by the senate. It is be- ver and Rio Grande passenger No. 115 self is highly elated believing that
today and
Queen Mother Alexandra.. The call lieved the two houses will come to an jumped the track two miles from Cu- the veteran who developed Jeffries, searched the American schooner Eswas a suggestion of her majesty, wfho agreement on statehood while appro- chara Junction, Colo. A
Promotion for Miss Lawhon Miss
spreading ot knows more about the retired cham- fuerzo flying the stars and stripes, an
when she received Mr. Roosevelt yes- priation bjjlls are being considered rails caused the wreck. Both coaches pion than any one else and will be action in defiance of a
ruling from Lawhon of the Santa Fe high school
terday, expressed the hope that she and not be more than one or two rolled down the embankment. Not able to give him many priceless point- Washington that the Venus had for- has been elected to the chair of Latin
might see the former President's wife. weeks in reaching a conclusion.
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one of the injured is fataly hurt.
in a state normal school in Alabama.
feited her right of search.

Articles of agreement and incorpoWashington. May 23. "There is not
ration of the Bowman Bank and Trust one line in the statutes tn five the
Company were filed in the territorial people reasonable rates." declared
secretary's office today. The capital Senator LaFollette in the senate today
stock is $100,000 (half of which is paid
up in cash. There are 1,000 shares speaking in support of the Cummins
at $100. Henry D. Bowman who is amendment to the railroad bill requirnamed as the New Mexico agent, is ing prior approval of the interstate
the largest stockholder, being listed commerce commission of an increase
at 415 shares. The directors are Henin railroad rates. "All that has been
ry D. Bowman, Vincent B. May, Will-

Tucson. Ariz.. .May 2a That Hal- ley's comet has divided into two parts
was discovered by Dr. Douglass of the
I'niversifv of Arizona. He made the
discovei.v' ,.isl ni
Acconlins t0 Dr.
Douglass the brighter pari is in advance of the other about 3,0(10 miles.
Dr. Douglass calls attention to the
fact that a parallel case was the comet
of 1882 which divided into four parts
and entirely disappeared.
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 1910.

THE SANTA EE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PAGE TWO.

gS&E&3ffi&& ASK
THAT I LOVE.
THE
The lions.' - fuM of Teddy bears;
They ci('i upon me unawares;
my feet upon the mat
They ai:-lAnd in Ut me ihink I've squashed the
BEAR-GARDE-

imperial
Jersey Cream

i

i

cat
sii upon tliein dining meals
And shiver at their
squeals
I
find in in in my bed at night.
Hut luckily they never bite.
;

I

Ions-draw-

Pansy

n

l

Bobolink

r

The house is full of woolly rabbits;
One ueer masters all their habits;
to have their little holes
They
In soft backs and china bowls;
find hem in the queerest places
With woolly smiles upon their faces,
But hey are quiet as a mouse
in the house.
And

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Model B67
is very popular.

1

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

i

gentle-mannere-

Winter Grocery
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

ff

The house is full of golliwogs
In ml her loud and baggy logs.
They follow me with button eyes
rnbiittonod in a mild surprise.
Their hair is black and very sleek,
They always seem about to speak.
Hut change l heir minds when 1 come

Co.

Telephone

d

No, 40

by
And lix me with that,

S3

SEE FOR YOURSELF

AP

CALL

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

i

button eve.

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
SliN0R GITV TOPICS! gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
2u.
.May
Denver, Colo.,
summer footwear if you
The forecast is partly cloudy
tonight and Thursday with sta-- i V
V come to us for a pair of
ionary temporal tire.

r4oo

The Onion Fiend see it tonig in.
Only at the Klks" theater.
Elks Meet Tonight The B. P. O. K.
will meet tonight and all are requested
to attend the meeting.
Visiting" Elks
from oul of town will also be welcome.
"The Tax on Bachelors" tomorrow
night at the high school auditorium
promises to he amusing as well as
at Insane
Asylum "Mrs. tertaining and funny. Admission at
.losetitas Oli vas, of Santa Pe, admitted the door, 2." cents,
l
as a patient to the New Mexico hos-- j
Horticultural
Meeting it 'was
for the insane, November
16,
announced today that the
died at the institution last even-- i licultural Societv has postponed
its
ins at (:3o p. in." Las Vegas Optic. meeting this week until Tuesday
'night. The commencement and other
exercises were responsible for the
FARMERS' WAREHOUSE
ASSOCIATION ORGANIZE change.
Nearly Every Man and Wor.an at
one time 'r another has printing to be:
Mav
Wash.,
Spokane,
Warehouse Association of the Inland done al1 if 1he w01'k is t0 be llrstl
the Xew Mexican job printing;
Empire controlling aoproximatelv 40iclass
can fill the bill. Why get
liusli-department
million-odper cent of the sixty
els of wheat harvested annually in i)rintmS that isn't first class, any way,
aPIarance today is ot such im
eastern Washington and Oregon, north ;slnce
'
and central Idaho and western Mon- - l)ortance?
Back-Jus- tice
Gar-- !
tana, will be formally organized under! Justice Garcia
w
uas
..ere
iernnos
the direction oLofficers of the Farm-;11- "
He has been on legal business.
the,
ers' Educational and
says he has received word from j
justice
of America in Spokane on .luti
10.
The purpose is to pool the grain his daughter who recently married aj
man in Iowa and that sh
grown in this part of the northwest! business
and sell it in lots of 100,000 bushels Hikes her new borne very much.
Once More a Warm Wave A warm
and upward direct to millers and
wave again struck Santa Fe yestercharging the growers not
received.
more than one cent a bushel foriliand-- j day and it was gratefully
' The
temperature was 74 degrees at
ling and marketing.
.,nr1 i Vwi
. T.
m mlniiiM,,,,
i. ill
aa ftt
lii i (Liiii mil i,..iL,
ill (lull
L. C. Crow of Garfield. Wash., stale! '11
ttt
a nitierenee ot .;o
a.
4'1l
in.,
president for Washington and Idaho
e;srelative humidity was
el,ifU.
(if the Farmers' lTninll whi
low.
only
n,..oper cent. The tempera-.u.'
j
rnitirii i i i 11c rail)
inn jv ci
ers' Warehouse Association, says it fcj,u,e al " c.ock i.us morning was a..degrees. A year ago today the maxinnrnosed to make a ramnim-- n to nti
all fadn'ers in the northwestern aAdlLli",n was 54 a.ud th(1 nii"inl""1 10 witlif
t
,,ul
coasi states in the movement, with
Elks' Theatre Change of pictures
view to controlling the era in ontn.it
,lle ElliS' theatre tonight. The fol
and bringing the industry unon a nrof-!a- l
liable basis. Xo attempt will be made 'owing subjects which are all good
to advance prices, he added but rath- - ' vvi11 be shown: "The Sheriff's Sacri- er work to eliminate ihe middle man fipe " a vel'J' lautiful western piece;
and let the farmers have tdie rn'ofits. "Love Among the Roses," another one;
those biographs films and should;
f
Former State Senator R. C.
seen by all: last, but not least,!
Croskey of Garfield, one of the bonan-jhza wheat ranchers in the Inland Era-- 1 "The Onion Fiend and Summer Board- ers," taken in. These will give you a.,
pire said of the plan:
"By forming into a compact organi- - hearty laugh from start to finish. Re-- ;
zation the farmers will be in much member these pictures are shown to- better position to deal with the middle! night only, so don't fail to see them,
man and even with the railroads although the latter are not of as vital BARBERS FORBIDDEN TO
INDULGE IN ONIONS.
importance to the growers. The federation will have the power by a
s
vote of ils membership to levy
Spokane, Wash., May 24. Thomas
a tax on all produce stored in wareIvey, secretary treasurer of the Washhouses for the maintenance of agen ington State Federation of Barbers
cies, and it is also provided in the and member of the Washington Board
constitution that agents shall give of Barber Examiners, located in Spo- bonds to the association to protect kane, is firmly opposed to the action
the members against losses."
of the city council of Waterloo, Neb.,
in barring barbers from eating onions
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
and other things. He says the barbers
by local applications, as they cannot havt! called the turn on such action by
reach the diseased portion of the ear. city council in this state by rules govThere is only one way to cure deaf- erning those who follow the trade in
ness, and that is by constitutional that a barber of offensive habits canremedies. Deafness is caused by an not obtain a license in Washington.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- Other craftsmen declare there should
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When be a national statute, making it unlawthis tube is inflamed you have a rumb-,lin- ful for a man to ask for a hair-cu- t
sound or imperfect hearing and shave or face massage if his breath is
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is tainted with the scent, of onions, tothe result, and unless the inflamma- bacco or liquor. If that is not feastion can be taken out and this tube re- ible, they add, there ought to be an
stored to its normal condition, hear- exchange of breathlets before the
begins.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine work of shaving or
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- It. is probable that a resolution emtarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- bodying the foregoing will be submited condition of the mucous surface. ted to the meeting of the federation
We will give One Hundred Dollars early in July.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
ft Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
&
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggisw, 75c.
Telephone Mo 148 Red
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!i
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
pation.
The house is full of funny things.
And every week some new one brings;
I'm never certain in the least
When may meet some savage beast.
Hut though I growl a lot. about them,
1
couldn't bear to do without them:
For all these bits of rag' and fur
Are tried and trusted friends to Her.
London Punch.
1

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
the
be
and
models are accurate reproductions of the latest
new
Regal
may
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxford1? they'll do the rest.
foot-leng-
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CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE
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SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
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MULLIGAN

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.
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Phone
No. 14.
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UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
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FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

If it's Hardware
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PICTURE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.
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WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened
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RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

!
i

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Saltaai

Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

if.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO
No

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand aiiAbstrnct Do you know whether
you have nn absolute title to the property which vou now own?

As

"

e'

THE SftNTA FE ABSTRACT,

Santa Pe, N,

Catron Block
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C0-

CREAM

S . E.

Corner of Plaza
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Tel Black 76
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WATCHES
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Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware
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issue sheepskins in the name of mythical medical colleges and universities,
although discouraged by the persistent
warfare of the state board of health,
are not yet exterminated. The last
discoveries that cast doubts upon the
attainments of possessors of medical
school diplomas are alleged to have
disclosed particularly flagrant frauds.
Diplomas conferring the degreee of
"doctor of obstetrics'' were sent to

GOOD NEWS.

Many Santa Fe Reaaers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
news travels fast." and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
relief is within their reach. Many a
lame, weak and aching back is bad no
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
Our citizens are telling the good news
with the Old
of their experience
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example
worth reading:
Locario Lopez, A sua Fria street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had
no severe return of kidney trouble
since using Doan's Kidney Pills several years ago. Now and then I have
noticed a slight attack of backache,
but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
hae given quick and positive relief.
For a long time I was made miserable
by spells of kidney complaint and my
back often so lame and painful that 1
could scarcely do anything. I did not
sleep well and no matter whether I
were lying down or standing up, the
trouble was in evidence. The kidney
secretions annoyed me both day and
night by their irregularity in passage
and there was a heavy sediment in
them. After several remedies I tried
had failed to help me, I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and they lived
up to all the claims made for them. I
have never hesitated to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when the
opportunity has occurred."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

DIPLOMA MILLS

II

"Good

n

SOCIETIES.

FRATERNAL

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
A. F. & A. M. Reg
communication
ular
first Monday of eacJ
month a Masonic hal
at 7.30 p. m.
H. H. DORMAfJ,
Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
1,

Santa Fe Chapter No.

ARTHUR

mm.

1,

R. A. M.
Regular con-- :
vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

i

Santa Fe Comniandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

W.

Wif

CITY

Flagrant Frauds in Certificates for Physicians and
Druggists
155,000

Re-

Lakes.
Chicago.

Half

2.".

May

111.,

deaths of enginemen

ways will be prevented, according to
figures of the Brotherhood submitted
in the firemen's wage arbitration iu
Chicago, by the automatic stopping of
trains, when signals are at danger, or
switches open, by the Collard device
now under consideiTtion by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The figures, compiled by Secretary A. H.
Hawley of Peoria from the record of
claims for deaths and disability during the year 1904 to 1909 inclusive,
show the cause of death and number
of victims for a portion of the enginemen on railways of the United
States was as follows:
91
Boiler explosion
418
Collision
350
of
engine
Derailing
91
Falling off engine
64
Run over by engine
34

368

Victims of road accidents alone were
1,394 and the total deaths from all
causes were 2,834. Typhoid fever
caused the death of 237 firemen; pneu111, and
monia, 131; tuberoulosis,
heart disease, 118. The device which
is likely to reduce the casualty toll so
greatly blows a shrill whistle in the
engine cab and automatically brings
to a stop any train which passes
danger signals in bad weather. This
the invention of F. M. Collard, of
Danville, III., formerly a locomotive
engineer on the Burlington. Years of
experience with the practical needs of
engineers had convinced him that no
electrical device could be practical.
His device, for which he has refused
$50,000, operates the air brakes when
need requires, by a direct manual contact. If a semaphore is at danger or
a spring rises near
' if a switch is open,
the rail and operates a "trip valve" on
the locomotive, setting the brakes
promptly if the engineer himself is not
quick enough. Operating officials in
Chicago are planning to renew their
tests and there are rumors of the purchase of the device by the Westing-housand other big interests.
Diploma Mills.
"Diploma milte" in Chioago which
e

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
14th

Crystal

Sugar

JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32.

Secretary.
B.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the see
ond and lourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,

jj $i

gm.

Sugar

A. J. FISCHER,

Exalted Ruler

Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
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SEALED BOXES

T

A TRIUMPH IN SUGAR MAKING J
BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!

CASH

1

OFFER

PSA
We will give you a receipt forj double the amount

FOR TEN DAYS ONLY
Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
"
"
25.00
50.00
Oar Pries

"

Popular

30.00

are the lowest New Yorif Prices

EYLES MUSIC'
AU

Shet

NEW MEXICO.
Point of the Southwest.'
Army Officer Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS'
RO SWELL,

1

FIT

The Wett

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opou air worn. Heaitb!e.t location

Left on Whole Body
Boy of Five a
Mass of Itching Eruption and His
ScreartiS were Heart-BreakiBandages Stuck to His Flesh.

C. O. I)., for $10.
Diplomas
for pharmacists were cheaper, $30. A
pretense of examinations was made
but the ability to answer the medical
CURED BY CUTICURA
probljenis propounded would not have
served in the curing of a cat. When
TWELVE YEARS AGO
arrests were made it was alleged that
the "Chicago Medical I'niversity" and
of five. brok
"My little Fori, n
the "Crescent Medical University," enout with an itching boy
rash. Three doc
useful
were
only
tors prescnlecl lor
grossed on diplomas
him. but he kept
to their "officers" and "faculties." The
getting worse unarrests followed some detective work
til we could not
done by a (leorgia doctor's daughter,
d r e s b him any
more. They finally
Miss Ida A. Mann, under the coaching
advised me to try
of her father. After receiving her dia certain medical
ploma as "doctor of obstetrics" with
college, but i t
treatment did no
a grading of S2 on her "examination"
good. At the time
sbe wrote in a vein of irony that was
1 was induced to
folundetected by the "faculty" as
he
try Cuticura,
was go bad tliat I
lows: "Words are inadequate to exhis
had to cut
hair
press my thanks and gratification for
off and nut tha
the beautiful diploma you so kindly Cuticura Ointment on him on bandages,
it was impossible to touch him with
sent me. It. is a real beauty. I trust, as
the bare band.
was not one
that you have received the $40 from square inch of skinThere
on his whole body
1
am
was
that
not affected. He was one mass
the express company ere this.
of sores. The bandapes used to stick to
proud of the diploma, and as soon as
his skin and in removing them It used
the class picture is out kindly let me to take the skin off with them, and the
know. Now, doctor, you can issue to screams from the poor child were heartI bepan to think that be
breaking.
me the degree of pharmacy from Creswould never get well, but after the seccent .Medical University; write me imond application of Cuticura Ointment I
began to see signs of improvement, and
mediately sending the examination pawith the third and fourth applications
pers, and also for medical degree, as
the sores commenced to dry up. His
we have no time
to lose. Doctor,
pkin peeled off twenty times, but it
Now
yielded to the treatment.
please attend to this at once and let Ifinally
can say that he is entirely cured, and
me have lie diploma for $:!0, or less,
a str- - ,er and healthier
Ixiv you never
if you can, as I can manage "dear old
aw than he is
twelve vears or
dad' on that amount." She received a more since the cure was effected. Robert Wattam,
Forty-eight- h
St.,
reply a few days later reading: "Your
Chicago, 111., Oct. 9, lOO'L"
will
and
received
say
welcome letter
I will be pleased to make you a gradMillions of women prefer Cuticura
uate of our department of pharmacy Soap to all other skin soaps for preservpurifying and beautifying the skin,
at the stated price of $30. I will mail ing,
For rashes,
scalp, hair and nands.
on
of
pharmacy."
Questions
itchings and chafings, red, rough hands,
you a list
thin
and falling hair, for infantile
dry,
Effort to Regain Lake Commerce.
eruptions and skin blemishes and every
of
the toilet, bath and nursery,
purpose
to
Belated efforts
regain Chicago's
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment
lake commerce by harbor improveare invaluable.
ments have been aided by facts conCuticura Roup (25c ). Cuticura Ointment (50c
and
Cuticura Hosolvpnt (50c
(or In the form of
cerning Bristol, for centuries one of Chocolate
Coated Pills. 25r per vial of 60). Sold
throuchout
world.
the
A Them Corp..
Potter
Drug
but
during
England's greatest ports
Sole Props. 1;I5 Columbus Ave Boston. Mass
Mai led free.
Cuticura Booklet, aa
the last fifty years in decline because Authority
on Affections of the Skin. Scalp and It air.
private ownership of the docks preThe
vented harbor developments.
completion of the Royal Edward docks ton, recommending to the convention
at Bristol which the new Royal line that the Sunday schools of the world
of steamships owned by the Canadian teach the sex problem and purity to
Northern railway was first to use, boys and girls.
have proved the harbor depth for big
Uncut Timber Lands.
c
boats the lack of which caused
The largest remaining tract of unsteamships to develop Liver- cut timber under one ownership on
pool instead of Bristol as a great, port. the continent now is in Canada, apThe first stride toward the regaining proximately 153,000 acres in British
of her old maritime prestige has been Columbia,
although not. many years
taken and the Royal Edward, breaking ago Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michithe
across
all Canadian speed records
gan, which furnish the principal supAtlantic, has made her initial voyage ply during the halcyon days of ChiCanadian
the
to Montreal where
cago as a lumber market had many
Northern's lake and rail connections larger tracts. The great empire of
link Bristol to the western province of magnificent, fir trees
recently was
Canada, the lustiest new region of the .bought by the Canadian Western LumBritish empire. The experience of ber Company, now the biggest, logging
Bristol in detail is a parallel to that and lumber concern in the Dominion.
of Chicago, also other American cities The announcement of the consolidawhere harbor development has been tions and purchases which have gone
Maj. Thomas H. Rees, of to make one company, with assets valneglected.
the U. S. army engineering corps has ued at nearly $50,000,000, gives the
bluntly pointed out what indifference total amount of timber owned by the
has cost and will cost Chicago in land concern at 5,300,000,000 feet board
and river commerce in a report which measurement.
At the present rate of
he quoted in a recent speech. "No consumption the entire timber supply
great port, in the world consists of a of the United States in fifty years will
narrow channel spanned by numerous not be much greater than this one
bridges," he said, "but this is all that Canadian company owns. James J.
Chicago has with which to support its Hill being authority for an estimate
lake and river traffic. In 19():i Chi- of 2,000,000,000,000 feet in timber still
cago's lake commerce represented in standing in the United States, and an
receipts and 'shipments 6,000,000 tons. annual consumption of 40,000,000 feet.
In 190S that had dwindled to 4,000,000 Colonel A. D. Davidson, land commistons." The commissioner of the cor- sioner of the Canadian Northern railporation of Bristol, sent to Canada to way is president of the new Canadian
secure traffic and trade, has said in Western Lumber Company, and both
an interview that the securing of the William McKenzie and D. D. Mann
Royal line was one of the greatest are directors. The company's official
things that had happened to Bristol in announcement stated that the commany years. The new
pany would acquire freehold land agdocks she has built have thus gregating 75,000 acres and timber leasvales and license over 60,460 acres.
already shown themselves to be a
uable investment; the fact that the Some of the largest and best equipped
Royal line has chosen this port being saw mills in Canada have been acevidence that Bristol is about to re- quired, and it is expected that the
sume her ancient heritage of com- retailing of the timber will be prinmercial supremacy among the ports cipally in the prairie provinces to the
of the world.
thousands of colonists who are swarmWhite Slave Traffic.
ing in from the United States and
The federal measure against the Europe. The company will handle
white slave traffic, known as the Mann lumber from the logs to the retail
bill, which was drafted as result of lumber yard, and it will cut, log, saw,
the revelations in Chicago of organ- transport and retail its timber, which
ized capture and sale of girls and wo- alone is valued at $41,250,000, its sawmen for lives om shame, has been mills, boats, warehouses and a town-sit- e
having a valuation of $2,500,000.
given endorsement by national and
vessels can load at the comstate bodies representing several of
for England, the Orient
docks
pany's
Illinois
The
churches.
Vigilance
the
Association which first took up the war and South America, but it is doubtful
against this evil, also has sent dele- whether any lumber will, be exported
demand
gates to Washington to advocate the because of the tremendous
measure.
State organizations the there is for lumber in the provinces,
country over have sent memorials to which are so rapidly being settled and
Congress urging enactment of the developed.
measure, resolutions forwarded by
the Illinois Congregational Association BIDS FOR NEW MEXICO
PENITENTIARY SUPPLIES
being typical. These resolutions declared : "We desire to place on record
Bids for supplies for the New Mexi
our sense of amazement and horror co Penitentiary for six months ending
at the awful revelations which have November 30th, 1910, will be opened
reached us of the organized commer- and awarded by the Board of Commis
cialism of vice. We regard it as the sioners, on Friday, June 3d, 1910. All
blackest stain now resting upon our samples must be delivered at the office
civilization that a traffic so vile and of the superintendent, not later than
and
so runious as the "White Slave Traf- 9 a. m., June 3d. Specifications
fic" can exist in our midst. We en- proposal blanks will be furnished on
dorse with all earnestness the efforts application to the superintendent,
being made to annihilate this traffic. New Mexico penitentiary, Santa Fe,
Rejoicing to learn that a bill is now New Mexico.
before Congress known as the 'Mann
Very truly yours,
CLEOFES ROMERO,
bill' to suppress this evil, we urge the
Superintendent.
passing of so important a measure."
The World's Sunday School Convention in Washington also took up the Rebound when excellent woric can
subject, speakers from Chicago, Rev. be done right at home. Consult the
Ernest A. Bell and Rev. M. P. Boyn- - New Mexican Bindery.
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Pwc&asing Wells

Music.

CO.
East Side Plaza.

Ftrgo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERL
vnbl Tirouhout the United States, Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
$ OMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRaHH
.

J D. BARNES.
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of any Military School In the Union. Located
the garden
on the beautiful Pecos Val!ey
of 3,700
e'evatioc
au
of
West
the
at
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during sessloD.
Eleven Oflicers.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatad. light
edjand modern tp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A FlDlay
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue

Aocnt
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Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

trans-Atlanti-

Gail up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

CHA8- - CLOSSOPJ

Caspar Avenue

THE WEST FOR THF
Tbe Colorado

Rational Life

WFST

Assurance

1

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

A. iW.
Santa Fe,

2

N. m.

Catron Block

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SliO.OO to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

RANCHES,
LA ROW

AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on government land. We have Irrigation enterprises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
invited to correspond with us.
:

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCH KS.
LAROiK

AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU

Shapeliness.

Sea-goin- g

For Every Dollar you pay as first payment , up to

15.00

New Mexico Military Institute

thirty-million-doll-

BWSUMRFORTEAWCOFffi!

AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STATJFFER. K. R. S.

SPECIAL

the

on American rail-

Struck by cars
Other similar causes

a in of
ng

ACRES UNCUT TIMBER

Chicago's Belated Efforts to
gain Commerce of the

not

PAGE THREE.

When you are In a hurry and want
in a garment be it coat, vest or pants
a good outfit come here for single or
is its principal merit. But all kinds
double
of garments are liable to lose their
shape through the wear and tear of
LIVERY.
business. If you soil or wrinkle your
healthy horses and clothes, send it to us and notice how
fine carriages are here and subject to quickly we clean it and press it back
your order. We want your business to its original shapeliness and newin the livery line and will appreci- ness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
ate it.
service is wonderful.
Good-lookin-

WILLIAMS
31C

4

RISING

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,

Julius

Muralter, Tailor

Cor Palace & Washington Ave
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Dispatches and newspaper
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lay
again
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two
Tlie
yesterday brought
stress uijon the word "separate" when
dispatches. One told of a
significant
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
speaking of statehood. The statehood
PRINTING
MEXICAN
THE NEW
denuiml for another investigation of bill is to pass in the merry, rosy month
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
pai.i A. F. WALTER.
in the harbor of June and the New Mexican hopes
Vice President the sinking of the Maine
Editor and President.
which
of Havana
precipitated the war that iIih leaders of the Republican
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r
are not planning a .lune wedin Cuba and the Philippines, the other party
New Mexico will protest much
PosiofRce.
Fe
ding.
the Santa
Entered as Second Class Matter
was the fact that Peru had acquiesced
more vigorously than if did at the last,
Hu- offer of mediation and arbitra$3.75
which failed so inglor-iouslRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, iy months by mail
tion in iis controversy with Ecuador matchmaking
25
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and
to Arizona, it will take
carrier
week
2.00
by
Daily per
Weekly, por year
)0l;n(iary dispute and for the to the woods at the mere
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suggestion
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
LOO
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65 Weekly, six month3
, .
Daily, per month, by mail
75 its army.
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A. HUGHES,

J, B.

PALEH, President,

BEAD, Cashier.
McKAliE, Assistant Cashier
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Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
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This record is a most emphatic tes- ties devoted to charities and correc"If a man makes a fool of himself
to patronize through 1910.
tions. This practical form of sympa- timonial to the permanency of the while thinking he is right, his friends
thy and approval is likely to grow movement, for improving municipal forgive him because he is honest,
from year to year and the national government, to its popularity and pra- c- "If a man makes a fool of himself
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fhe Oldesi Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
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$150,000
80.000
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a general banking business in all its branches,
Loans mone on the mast favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and, collateral security. Buy:; and sells bonds and
Buys and sells
stocks in all markets for its customer.

transacts

c!

?
L;

domestic and
exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to al parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
i as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed o:i tirrn deposits at the ratef three
' Liberal
jj per cen. per annum, on six months' or years' time.
advances made on consignments' of livestock and products.
The bank executes al! orders of Its patrons in the banking line,
J and ainrs to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles f sound bank- cj
ing. Safety deposit boxes tor rent, lhe patronage of the
j3
nublic is respecfully solicited.
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One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

.

,.,,,

v

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

PLAZA

SHOP

;

',",,.

1

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

J

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

West

KERR'S

y

ic..--

VAUGHN pROP,

WLLJ-IA- M

For Best Laundry Work

.

HOTEL

G

Proprietor

.

Commodious

.

Sample Rcum

Long Distance Telephone Station.
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Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
PRESS TBK BUTTON WE

DO

.

THE REST.

'
FULL COURSE! MEALS FR'OM NCiON ON
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and you will not have to

Serving

wait.

Our increasing patronage is the
best proof t hat we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADOGI

UPK HERRERA

Proprietor

wmmamssm

'

.

.,,,.

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

j

.

FIRST CLASS CAFE

RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

y

fk

Co.

GROCERS

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ir

lini-jan-

j

1

i

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the Oity in connection with Hotels First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
meu, Give us a trial if you want first class service.
Corner of Water St,
and Don Caspar Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

-

,,.

MYAJO, CHIMAY0 and BALLETA

BLANKETS
THE ORIGINAL OLD CUR10 STORE
301-30-

'

H. S. KATJNE
-

self-respec- t.

PHONE 26

wlllflUM-H-

HSlMuUEUJMJ,

3

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK;
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
'
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c '
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKET. S

CANDELARIO

;

;
i

r

"
"
65c per pound and up
30

I5c

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH YOUR MONEY ?

PERSONAL

you can fill a. Bucket

MENTION

a

Coronado hotel.
K. A. Peifer of Milwaukee, is a shif
sali'.siiiau calling on the trade.
.1
T. Bell, a sightseer from Sulphur
Springs, Texas, is at the Claire.
William .1. Stapl'ton, salesman of
(Ireat Benil, Kansas, is at Cress's hotel.
T. H. Hi nnesee, a traveling man
from San Francisco, is calling on the
trade here.
W. T. Watson, of Lincoln, treasunr
of Lincoln county, spent several days
in

Santa

ARE YOU G0IN' FISHIN' MR. SPORTMAN?
Use the

BRISTOL1

8me
If you are, y" wiU Jneefd other
a
tackle,

for Trout.

We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
supplies

mM..

i

Fe.

li. V. Pankey if in from the Eaton
ranch near Lainv to attend the Ma-- .
COME IN AND GET AC.
sonic reunion.
i
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
.). H. Huu'hes, travelin g for a
IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ver unilertakitiK supply
is
ADVANTAGE.
on
the trade.
calling
Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos, is hen
attend the Masonic reunion. He is
stopping at the Claire.
K. K. Van Horn, inspector for the!
territorial cattV sanitary board, spent!
yesterday at Albuqueroulv
1
H. D. Mou'ton is back from Santa'
Clara, Rio Arriba county, where he has
Our Line is all new and complete in every
been on government work.
All of the members of the St. Elmo
' larger
detail our assortment
Dramatic Company were registered!
' and more conmlete.
n ever.
yestfrday at the Coronado hotel.
"H. A. Coomer, general manager X.
THE
to ann Dirori.
Imao
Aa
kaira
kaevf
male
A)e
.M. ('.. was here
yesterday on railroad
SP9RTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
business." Kstancia Daily Herald.
Clinton .1. Crandall. .Jr., returned
than ever before.
.
Monday from Socorro where he has'
been attending the School of Mines,
F. Frankenburger and his daughter,:
Miss Frankenburger, of Espanola, are
up
in the city.
.Mr.
Frankenburger is
here on business.
A. R. Manby, of Taos, is at the Palace. He has just returned from Oklahoma where he spent some time at
a watering place.
.1. S. Healey of Denver, A. Weiler of
,ew York City, and Eugene Fischer,
also of N'ew York are salesmen registered at the Palace.
Robert .1. Harvey, employed at Pan-- !
key's ranch, near Laniy, arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday and will visit nisi
mother for a few days.
John Cox of Datil a well known and'
popular cattle raiser of Socorro coun-- l
tj, is in Santa Fe with the bunch of:
MONEY AND METALS.
j
Masons from the out'-idNew
York, May 25. Call money 3
"Miss Delia Comer and Miss Eliza-- i
(ft 3
ft 5
prime paper 4
beth Garvin went to Santa Fe Satur-- '
C!); Atch.
Mexican
Amal.
dollars
44;
to
visit friends, returning home
day
OS
X. Y C. 119; Reading 1.61
today ..'VEstaucia Daily Herald.
Steel 82
C. P. 1S2
Miss (ienevHeve Haffiison. who has S. P. 125
pfd. 118.
been attending' school at the New'
New York. May 25. Lead steady
'Mexico I'niversity at Albuquerque, is
standard
copper steady,
'spending her vacation with parents' 4104-15- ;
here.
spot 12.50(f 12.(10; July 12.40"?! 12.30;
'Manuel R.tero. register of the'' silver 53
United States land office1 in Santa Fe,
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
.is in the city to testify in a ca'se j Chicago, I'll., May 25. Wheat
July
to come up in the San Miguel county'
99
Sent. 97
court.
Las Vegas Optic.
Corn July 58
Sept. GO
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL EFFORT To SECURE
.Joseph
Creamer, .Jack Garrett,
37
38
Oats
Sept.
July
J nomas
Closson and Migifr A Olero
.SOME CHoICE6RADUATIN6PRE5ENT,5RAN6-IN- 6
$22.02
Pork July $22.17
Sept.
who are cadets of the New Mexico
IN PRICE FROM 25C, To
NOTHIN6
Military Institute at Roswell, will be
Lard July $12.22
Sept. $12.12
home this week for vacation
COULD BE MORE APPROPRIATE THAN A NICE
Olaf Winsor, Fred Gresrg, Gordon
Ribs July $12.20; Sept. $12.07
BOOK
PUBLISHED
Goebel and Emma Goebel are Santa
ESPECIALLY FOR THE
WOOL MARKET.
Fe students at the Xew Mexico Col-- :
VERY
PURPOSE.
Mechanic'
-- Wool
lege of Agriculture and
St. Louis May
steady;
Arts, who are home for vacation.
and western mediums 18(fr
j territory
J. .Tulien Silsy of Hrookline, Mass.: 23
fine mediums 17ft 20; fine 12f
Frank H. Strong of Albuquerque, and 15.
Paul Teutsch, also of the Duke CityJ
LIVESTOCK.
are Masons who arrived at the Palace j
hotel and are attending the Masonic j Kansas City, Mo., May 25. Cattle-Rece- ipts
AMERICAN BOY
reunion here.
7,000, including 800 southThree members of the family of erns. Market ten lower.
Xative
OLD SCHOOL DAY ROMANCE '
southern steers
Judge John R. McFie obtain diplomas steers $(i.90(f,S.15;
this year. Miss Mary in music from j $4.40(f 7.(15; southern cows $3.50
the Busch Conservatory at Chicago: 6.40;; native cows and heifers $3.15
CHRISTY GIRL
John in the business course of the! 7.25; stockers and feeders $4.25(&6.10;
A!!.....
tv Tn" i i v. i m
..,,.1 .ll.S
FOR GET-ME-N- OT
ff . ' .UCAHW, .Hill
calves f 4.15 7.40;
bulls $3.50tf(6;
a
Am. .it in
nF t Vw. Conr., US western steers
western
$5.C0(?t 7.65;
'
hiirh cluot
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE
cows $4.15(ii 6.15.
Judge W. H. Newcoinb of Silver
Market
Hogs
Receipts 15,000.
MY HIGH SCHOOL DAYS
City, who was recently in Washington, fifteen lower. Bulk $9.30ft 9.40; heavy
auu is very optimistic anout the pass$9.35(9.45; packers and butchers
SCHOOL DAY MEMORIES
age of the statehood bill, and John T.
light $9.20??9.35; pigs $8.85
Muir of Stein's Pass, came up from (77 9.15.
Grant county to attend the Masonic
MY COMMENCEMENT
Market
Receipts 7,000.
Sheep
reunion. They are very enthusiastic
lambs K
Muttons
in speaking about the growth
and steady.fed western $46.50; and
wethers
year8.75;
progress not only of Silver City but of
IN.
western ewes
fed
lings
$4.756.25;
Grant county and the tributary Mogol-- ;
?4!fi 5.50.
Ion mining district.
Chicago, May 25. Cattle Receipts
J. Percy Adams, surveyor, who acWE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION
FOR
Market five to ten lower.
1.9,000.
TJ.
Lee
S.
S.
examcompanied
Miller,
HONEST DEALING
iner of surveys, to Chaves and Eddy Beeves $5.55T8.60; Texas steers $4.90
counties, returned to his headquarters I&6.35; western steers $5.15 7.30:
$3.90(g6.45:
at Santa Fe last night, after two stockers and feeders
heifers $2.70x7;
calves
months spent on
work in cows and
those counties. Adams reports the $5.75(5-8PANSY PLANTS NOW.
Market
farmers prosperous in Chaves and EdReceipts 31.000.
Hogs
CI
dy counties, but rain is needed for fifteen lower. Light $9.259.55; mixCUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
heavy $9.20 9.55:
range and crops. Joseph E. Twitty, ed $9.259.571-2- ;
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
and George Marsh also accompanied rough $9.20 9.35; good to choice
DESIGNS.
V.HOTfLK
R
9.45:
Mgr.
Examiner Miller and Mr. Adams on heavy $9.35 9.55; pigs $9.05(5'
the trip. Mr. Twitty has returned to bulk $9.45 9.55.
ARE SELLIVli cit'T:
CLIREHDON POULTRY YARDS
KRESH LAI KfiNS veiy dy
his home at Colorado Springs where
Market
Sheep
Receipts 13,000.
he accepts a place with an auto- weak. Xative $3.505.65;
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White vVyandottes. Ohtekens
western
are yarded tn the orchard under the trees and fed ou clean wholpsomo food
mobile company and Mr. Marsh will $3.50 5.90;
$5.90 7.50:
yearlings
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
probably accompany Miller on a sur- lambs, native $5.25 8.60; western
veying trip to Colorado.
$5.75 8.60.

His Time is Yours
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Put fflfimSEBANK

'

BAXK OXE? DOLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sum and the interest
on it,, will in twenty years, make you a comfortable ;fortune.
The inter-ea- t
on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Make OVR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&
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TRUST CO,
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BOY LOTS in

the COLLEGE

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take
the Isaac Walton Fever.

SUB-DIVISIO- N

OP

Las Cruces

Whoueaierf

COMPANY
Phnnp
lUUUC.

Evervtlimg in Hardware.

MARKET REPORT

j

For full particulars call or
address the above company

tn"

i

&,
Sole Agents in Santa Fe.

U9 San Francisco St.

Windows

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

$5.00 down $5.00 a moath, no interest, do
taxes., no mortage, a Heed when the lots are
paid for. You can't afford to let a GOOD investment like this go by when it costs you
only sixteen aud two third cents a day.

O C. WATSON

Tt

Rfirt Nn iWi
ftU. lOiJ

flCU
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THE

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
alVo Dealers in Furniture

FINE LINE OF Carpets atfd Rags

..'
.it
1 FOR, THE HOUSE

kinds of furatshiags frrjffi' cftMaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
They are GRE T!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to? interest you.
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are made to perfection from our

Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular aDd
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied u pen
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
spacifications.

Charles W. Dudrow

RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES
Are the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.
WHAT YOU GET
FROM THIS PHARMACY
If the
you can rely upon absolutely.
health of your household is dear to you
prove your sincerity by coming here

for your drugs and medicines.

& Company.
S
Where your dollar buys the most.

STR1PL1NG-BUR50W-

T.-i.-

.

'

Sl

T0WNSEND & CO.

W.

j

1

n

.

C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR

ARFNnnV

Bills Bros. Monumental

Co.

OP DENVER
ALL ORALKSOF MARBLK
GKANITN
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
J125

Palace Ave.

1

Santa Fe, N. Mex.
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X Vrla,
GARDEN
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n and After RAareh

Wfeeip those dark places
Santa Fc Water
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DAY
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which should be recognized and appropriated by the "regular" physicians.
At the senate hearings for the Owen
bill homeopaths and osteopaths have
favored it.
Professor Fisher, the- president of
(he committee of one hundred, in his
report on national vitality which has
recently received so much attention,
distinctly favors increased medical
( Kcii
low II
hi cllVct Miiri-- 1st 1910
HUu.l Ipl
freedom. It is not likely that he or
19
21
STATION'S
Miles
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otner champions of popular rights
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who are on the committee, such as
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Its Moines,in N. M .A r.
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should
Lindsay, .lonn Mitchell, Prof.
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Judge
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systems require
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change
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receive
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source
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Adams, would seek even if it were
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other.
at
10 III)
and
than
time
ical
at
this
nourishment
any
strength,
particular
2 50
A r ('11 f tun H ousts N.
11
J2 "
9 40
possible, by federal law, to abridge
Almost every one feels bad in the Spring. Some have no partic- "Medical
I.v Clifton House N
4'
-'
11
Freedom." But what makes
4 30
4S
and
their
and
n
run-dowSl'rcston. ...
are
but
u
ular
weak,
sickness,
debilitated,
4 50
A r
Washington
I.v
people smile most of all
ii
5 10
.v Koch ler.Jtinct ion
10
systems are in a general state of disorder. This deranged condition of is the idea that Senator Owen who is
Too"
is
infected
Koehler
the health is due to weak, anaemic blood ; the circulation
the most enthusiastic advocate of diOS
5 50
.)!;ix
with impurities which have diminished its natural nourishing powers, rect legislation, people's rule, the ini;io
ti 08
70
9
(VlTOSosO
11
Al-6 3o
82
and the body is suffering from deficient blood nutriment. The refuse tiative and referendum, could be sup..Cimarron
9
00
I.V
8
Cimarron
and impurities which naturally accumulate in our systems are not posed to favor a "Medical Trust."
f7 OS
Nash
f8
17 18
fS
Harlan
whose duty it is
9 properly expelled in Winter, because those members
The advocates of the bill claim that
7 35
94
I'tf 1'iirk, N. M. I.v 8
to perform this work of drainage do not receive sufficient stimulation the new
league has no leg
in their left to si and upon. They scout the
Connects with K. P. S. V. Ry, train No. 12) arrivintc in Iiawson, N, M. ai 6 15 p. m From outdoor exercise, and therefore grow dull and sluggish
;(!onne-twith K V. - S, W ly, train No. 123 leaving liawsou N, M at9:55a.ni
action ; nor is the skin as active in eliminating waste maters in cold idea that it has any members besides
SMage for Van Houten N", M. meets t rains at l'reston N. M.
its officers, or any existence except its
weather because the pores are not so open as in warm seasons.
CAS. I'assenjier trains arrive and 'Jepart from DeMoines as follow
NORTH HorN'li;
"local
SOl'TH KoCND
habitation and a name" and the
and
blood
accumulations
the
Winter
These
largely destroy
pollute
No. 1. 4.48 a. in.
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
its nutritive qualities, and when Spring comes, and everything takes powerful financial backing, as chargNo, 2. 1111 p. in,
rack connection with A. T. A. S. F. Rv.nt Raton and Preston with C
S Ry. at
m new life, and we change our method of living, the circulation is so ed. The country now has the speclies Moines K. P, S. V. Ry. at Colfax, N M. and Cimarron A Northwestern
at
(Jiiiiarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Ravado
that it is unable to supply the increased demands of the tacle of two leagues for diametrically
weakened
and Red Lakes. N. M
the "American
purposes
opposiie
lTte Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations In X. M.
system. Then we suffer from weakness, nervousness, loss of appetite, Healih League," of the committee of
Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Kaldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Klizahethtown. Lobo, Que.sta. Ranchos de Taos Red
not
worn-ois
a
There is
constant
feeling, sleep
lassitude, etc.
River City, Talpa, Tao.sand Twining.
one hundred, with an enrollment of
Dally. fKlag. flinily except Sunday'
refreshing, and we do not feel able to perform the ordinary duties of 2", (Kit), which is trying to establish a
and
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
Jaily life. This disordered condition demands the use of a tonic,
department of health and the league
V. P. & G. M.p
it should be one which has the additional qualities of a first class blood for medical freedom, just
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
started,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
which is trying lo prevent its estabpurifier, for to restore health and strength the blood must be pure.
Raton, N. M.
The healthful botanical ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed, lishment.
and the method of combining and preparing them so that they build up
It is a pretty fight and will be
and strengthen every portion of the body, make it the best of all Spring watched with interest and perhaps
tonics. S. S. S. is Nature's medicine, free from strong mineral mix- amusement by congress and the
W
m
tures and made entirely of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of
roots, herbs and barks ; a safe and pleasant tonic for persons of any age.
S. S. S. is not only the best Spring tonic, but its ability and worth SKY PILOT SETTLEMENT
as a genuine Diooa punner is
IS THE LATEST.
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Pacific

Railway

HOUSEHOLD REMEDIES
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are a blessing to the vast army of people who live in rural districts, and
such standard medicines as Lydia E.
Pinkham's
Vegetable
Compound,
which has stood the test of time, grow-
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ing in popularity and favor every year,
wili continue to be the safeguard of
American women for all diseases peculiar to their sex.
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JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
Round Ti ip Rate from
SANTA FE, N. M,
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Tickets on Sale
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
Return limii June 11th, 1910
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CHEAP
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From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern

System

The Best Route

-

East or West

universally recognized. f. It builds
PRETTY GOOD EVIDENCE.
up the depleted system in the true
have used S. S. S. and found it to
way, by purifying the blood and be I an
excellent blood purifier and
supplying an increased amount of tonic.
My blood was weak and
of
nourishment to every portion
impure, and as a result my system
S. S. S. removes all
became very much run down and dethe body.
I lost twenty or more
bilitated.
accumulations from the circulain weight, had no appetite and
pounds
the
and
enriches
purifies
tion,
was in bad shape.
Seeing S. S. S. adblood and overcomes the unpleasvertised I began its use, and am well
ant physical ailments that always pleased with the results after using it
From 1.59
It rids the for some little while.
come with Spring.
to 165 is pretty good evidence
pounds
imbody of that tired feeling,
of merit on the part of S. S. S., and as
proves the appetite, reinvigorates to my appetite, it is superb. My
every fibre and tissue of the body, system and general health have been
and imparts healthful energy to wonderfully built S.up,S. and I do not
the credit for
to give S.
all who are
The body hesitate
II. MARTIN.
it
cannot be strong and well if the
50 Second St, Warren, O.
blood is weak or impure, and no
tonic should be used which does
not thoroughly cleanse the circulation. If you select S. S. S. as your
tonic this Spring you will experience better results and more vigorous
health than ever before, because it will make your blood "just right. "
Insist on getting S. S. S., there is no other " just as good."
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
run-dow- n.

For Rites and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

kill the Owen bill."

HOTEL ARRIVALS

1

FROM

June 1st to September 30th

Summer Tourist Rates
In
To All Eastern

Effect
and Western

Points

Via The

& RIO GRANDE R. R.

Those opposed to

the bill are now trying to find ways
injure its popularity.

tc

The only people they could And will
ing to come out publicly against the
bill, it is said, are the Christian Scien
tists. Osteopatlhs, and Eclectics.
Charles W. Miller a member of the
Iowa legislature came all the way to
Washington to oppose the bill. He
criticised the committee of one hun- ed and its president Prof. Irving
Fisher, for campaigning for the bill although almost in the same breath he
is reported to have said that a fund
was being raised to make a campaign
against it. Already Senator Owen
has received letters from writers who
had been offered money "to write
against the bill." The idea was to
raise the cry that it would create a
"Medical Trust." The latest surprise
is the appearance of a
"National League for Medical Freedom"
which, according to newspaper dis
patches, is composed of Christian
Scientists, Homeopaths,
Osteopaths,
Eclectics,
and
Antivivisectionists,
others who are opposing the American
FIGHTING FOR A
Medical Association in its efforts to esDEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. tablish a
department of health."
Its president, Mr. Flowers is a
Owen Bill Finds Many Defenders and Christian
Scientist, its vice president
Also Some Bitter Opposition
is Mr. Miller. The organization
has
Among Christian Scientists.
entered upon a costly advertising cam-- i
paign in the newspapers of the conn-- j
Washington,
May 24. The Owen try and through it expresses the fear
bill for a department of health has .that a department of health may be,
resulted in several surprises. The created at this session of congress alsenate committee on health was sur- though Mr. Miller had a few days be-- '
prised to find crowds in favor of the tore been saying that there was no
bill attending the hearings and the ad public demand for a department.
vocates of the measure were surprised This league and their claims it
and puzzled that there sbould be any seems is not
in
being taken
active opposition. This opposition is Washington and people seriously
are asking
still a mystery although for a long what is really behind it.
Every one
time those who have been watching knows that
the federal government
in
affairs
Washington lhave realized could not, if it would,
the
that secret interests were at work "to practice of medicine. Theregulate
thing would
lie unconstitutional.
It is also well
known that the demand for a health
department is not confined to "regular" physicians or even to physicians
at all. In fact its chief support has
come from social workers, economists,
lanor men, the Grange and the life in-Stomach trouble U but a symptom of. and not surance companies.
One of the chief,'
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia
movers has been the committee of one
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
m a certain specltio hundred on national health, appointed
sjuiycuuis uuij
Nerveaig
sickness
nothing else.
the American Association for the
was
tms
first
fact
led Br. Shoop by
it
that
In the creation of that now correctly
very popular Stomach (Advancement of Science.
Remedy Dr. Snoop's Restorative.
direct j Among the jokes going the rounds
to the stomach nerves, alone broughtGoing
that success
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. With-o- is the fact that the committee of one
that original and highly vitalprinciple.no hundred was
appointed on motion ot
such lasting accomplishments were
ever to be
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, had
bad a Christian Scientist who has
ever
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. ShooD's
since been working hard for a national
Restorative Tablets or Liquid
and
for
your.
X
elf what, it. fan .nil nrill
W. 1?V j'
department of health. There are only
fully recommend
a small minority of physicians on the
committee of one hundred it is said.
One of these, Dr. Richard C. Newton
of Montclair, N. J., has been a prominent pleader for greater liberality toward the "Irregular" practitioners.
Several of his papers have aimed to
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
show that osteopathy has merits
Palace.
T. Tulien Silsby. Brookline. Mass.:
Frank H. Stronsr. Paul Teutsch. W. A.
Brown. Albuauercme: F. Frankenbursr- er, Espanola; A. R. Manby, Taos; J.
S. Healey, Denver; A. "Weiler,
New
New York
York; Eugene Fischer,
City.
Claire.
Dr. T. P. Martin, Taos; E. A. Peifer,
Milwaukee; J. H. Hughes, Denver; J.
T. Bell, Sulphur Springs, Texas; T. B.
Hennessee, San Francisco.
Gregg's.
G. M. Wyncoop, E. J. Casper, New
York; Mrs. Siegfried Cohn, Chicago;
J. S. Healey, M. T. Root, Denver; William J. Stapleton, Great Bend.
Coronado.
M. Arthur, Blanca, Colo.; C. E. Gray,
Pueblo, Colo.; Mrs. Franklin Matty,
Syracuse, Eugene Ganssom, Watrous;
P. Padilla, Van Houten, J. L. Crossley,
Moriarty. The St. Elmo Company.
j
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For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
Call on or Write
P. H. McBRIDE
Agent

Santa Fe,

or

W, D.

T. F.

N, M,

NOTICE.

SHEA
&

P. A.

fidavits (properly backed with appliDepartment of Territorial Engineer. cation number), with the Territorial
Engineer on or before' that date.
Number of Application 437
VERNON' L. SULLIVAN,
N.'
1910.
Santa Fe,
M., April 29,
Territorial Engineer.
Notice is hereby given that on the
11th day of April, 1910, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Laws of Territory of New Mexico, County of
Santa Fe, ss:
1907, L. A. Hughes and Geo. W. Prich-arIn Probate Court.
of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
In the matter of the estate of Silas
Territory of New Meixco, made an apW.
to
Dugan, deceased.
the
Territorial
plication
Engineer
of New Mexico for a permit to ap- To Any and All Persons Whomsoever:
You and each of you are
propriate from the public waters of
hereby
notified that the undersigned was on
the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made the 2nd day of May, 1910, duly apfrom Rio Grande at a point Meander pointed administrator of the estate of
said Silas W. Dugan, deceased, and
Cor. No. 9 of Cochiti grant bears N.
are hereby notified that anv and
60 degrees west 375 feet by means of you
all persons having claims against said
diversion and 500 cu. ft. per sec. is to estate
must present the same to the
be conveyed to power house which is
administrator duly veriundersigned
1200 ft. S. 80 degrees E. of intersecfied as provided by law.
tion of boundary of Cochiti grant and
ANDREW J. DUCSAN,
Rio Grande by means of ditches, etc.,
Administrator.
and there used for power purposes,
waater being returned to river.
The Spanish edition ot the 1909
The Territorial Engineer will take Laws of New Mexico are now ready
this application up for consideration for delivery.
Price: Paper cover
on the 28th of July, 1910, and all per- $3.25plus 17 cents postage; full
sheep.
sons who may oppose the granting $4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
of the above application must file all orders to The New Mexican Print
their objections substantiated with af lug Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
d
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Indigestion

1

j

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative

All

TRIP

RATES
TO ALL POINTS VIA

lew

Mexico

Central

Effective Jurje 2nd, 1910

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

ROUND

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

the Land Owners and Farmers Are
Ministers of the Gospel in New
Garden of Eden.

Spokane,

$74.05
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35

$6035

25.
Wash.,
May
Sky
$44.60
Pilot Settlement has been established
near Priest Rapids on the Columbia
$35.35
river, 30 miles north of Wliite Bluffs,
Wash., where all the landholders and
$44.35
tillers of the soil are ministers of the
$75.15
gospel. Rev. E. M. Eide is the father
of the project, which probably has no
equal in America. Several thousand
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
acres of lands have been set to apple
and iruit trees, vineyards and alfalfa
BETWEEN
fields, and the development work is
being pushed with a vim and earnestness that gives promise of results.
&
Rev, Mr. Eide says this is not a co
operative scheme, though the settlers
are helpful to each other in the same
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
way that the early pioneers in eastern
a. m. Daily.
Washington assisted their neighbors
in bringing forth the fruits of the
earth. The colony has not yet been For information
regarding freight
formally christened by the clergymen,
but it is likely that the name of
and
passenger rates etc. Call
Sky
Pilot Settlement, given to it by farmat city office, Laughlin Block
ers, will mark its place on the map.
However, the name of Eideville is sugor Phone 145.
gested by several settlers, in the
event the
system is extended to that point by the
J. G. EADS,
postal au-torities.

Santa Fe

El Paso

rural-deliver-

x

City Frt. & Pass. Agt.

urnmmr
m

xeursion
TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
- $35.20
San Diego, - - San Francisco
45.20
ONEWAY D
ff
VIA
i uiuauu ur jeauie
ou.vu
---

J--

---

Cii

l

SALE JULY 2nd to 8th, SEPT. 1st to 7th
SEPT. 24th to 30th, LIMIT THREE MONTHS
BUT NOT TO EXCEED OCTOBER 31st. 1910- ON

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,

VANCOUVER
& VICTORIA

$55 00

SALE MAY 28tJ to JUNE 3rd JULY
9th to 16th. LIMIT AS ABOVE.

ON

TO THE EAST and RETURN
-

-

Chicago
St. Louis - Kansas City Denver
Colorado Spring
Pueblo
ON

-

...
-

-

"'

-

$50.35
44.35
- 35.35

21.10
-

18.15
16.15

SALE DAILY AFTER JUNE 1st,

RETURN LIMIT OCT. 31st 1910.
Other California Excursions run daily Juno 1st to Sept
30tb. at slightly higher fares than quoted bov
Call on or address H, S.
LctZ, Agent, Santa Fo,

jjl
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history as an example of the sturdy
stock the conquering of nature requires.
Sun Diego is looking forHarbor:
ward to the improvement of its ha;
bor. flans are being drawn and work
of construction will be under way by
r.112.
One of the prime objects o!
is
the Panama-Californiexposition
that the mone to )t expended upon
and the dredging of
docks,
our bay hal! no! be wasted. Doel,
commerce
and warehouses
without
and freight are worthless and the
has
port that cannot supply cargoes
no attraction tor the shipowner. With
a
rapidly urowiim territory to draw
from, rich in every mineral and
tremely fruitful, San Diego can hope,
by the time her docks and
are completed, to - in a position tn
demand recognition from the commerce of the world.

AND

IT

-.

.

.

&Aivi A
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A Storekeeper

"A lady came into my store lately and said
" 'I have been using a New Perfection Oil

Says:

.?

:

Ml

1

e
all winter
in mv aDartment. I want one now for my summer home. I think
these oil stoves are wonderful. If only women knew what
Cook-Stov-

room house on
FOR RENT-Fi- ve
Low r San Francisco street. Inquire
The southern "romance" will not when the heavy weights did not
at 24 San Francisco street.
down. The Elks' theatre and a pretty
Speaking of love making then was
comfort they are, they would all have
tin .' way
in
it
of
St.
lots
Elmo,
though
one. I spoke about my stove to a lot
good sized audience in it had the roTf UK NT
?hed fro 1!
some of the lovers held to the of my friends, and they were astonmance again last niht and while the
ished. They thought that there was
rouin v;t:i
maidens who had sworn they
I.a.ly pre- production was doubtlessly superior to them, reminded one of the
smell and smoke from an oil stove, and
IT il.
.'mi iii;
that it heated a room just like any other
"Tempest and Sunshine" and a few
arm clinch. But the
stove. I told them of my experience,
other "romances" siven at the Elks' climax was reached when the women
FOR SALE Lands imsavd by thf
and one after another they got one, and
theatre this season, the St. Elmo Com- on the
the
to
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
to
Santa
propose
began
stage
now, not one of them would give hers
pany was laekins; in the "heavies" for men, and on bended knees.
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
for five times its cost.' "
up
such a drama as St. Elmo.
Michael, Real Kstate.
As Gertrude, Miss Dorathea Bishop,
The lady who said this had thought
It cannot be denied that the au- was a winsome person and her big
an oil stove was all right for quickly
dience apparently
its money bright eyes as well as her gracefulness
pot
heating milk for a baby, or boiling a
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex-- I
kettle of water, or to make coffee
worth,, for there were surely twenty made a hit from the start.
unnecessary. Sel' our brands
penence
quickly in the morning, but she never
laughs in the play worth a nickel a
the
to
trade. Big pay. Write
rettail
as Aaron Hunt the
Maurice
for
or
of
difficult
Franks,
it
dreamed
using
piece and the best seats were only a
at once. Globe
mil
for
knows.
as
she
Now
was
particulars
fairly good
heavy cooking.
dollar each. The trouble with the village blacksmith,
Co., Cleveland, O.
Do you really appreciate what a New
Cigar
soul who did not consanctimonious
a
means to you ? No
Perfection Oil
.
audience, however, was that it laugh- sider "dam" as slang, but. as a very EIGHTEEN MONTHS BABY
more coal to carry, no more comine to the
ed at what Myron Lefflngwell, the
DIES
POISONING.
OF
eat.
can't
so
out
that
tired
table
you
dinner
wicked word. He lived through one
FOR SALE Eiht room modern
Just light a Perfection Stove and immediately
dramatist evidently had no intention or two acts.
M Cautionary Note : Be sure I
near capitol, with
brick residence,
the heat from an intense blue flame shoots
incidents
of making
boitom of pot, kettle or oven. But f you get this stove see U
Tin foot fort-:aguptoth;
nice
The St. Elmo Company is to be con- Bottle Filled With Strychnine Found
lawn.
fruit
trees,
H
name-platthe
no
no
is
that
smoke,
the room isn't heated. There
in the play.
By Little Tot Who Picked it Up
,
"New
in
Perfection.''
not
reads
no
tl
the
011
low
bono-and terms
no
a
outside
nice
atteniptdrudgery
however,
heat,
smell,
price
gratulated,
and Emptied It.
kitchen where one of these stoves is used.
H. H. Billings as the Rev. Hammond
ion pan of price. See Geddis. Moffett
Southern dialect and not bring- the
itig
had a stirring role to play but he was ing in some "cullered folks" from the
fc
Co., in Old Exchange Hotel building.
,.
The eigh-- .
weak, very weak, in the climax. "The iold south.
Deniing, X.
May J.-Wages of Sin." He mouthed that line
The scenery and lighting effects of teen months old baby of E. E. Lav.-- '
il! judgment.
Si llli 10 sa' is!
W"l"l""i'Ml
as though he might have said "It is the play were very good and many of rence who live seven miles south-- !
address of
The name and Imsim
going to rain" or some other trivial the costumes were pretty, but some oast of Deniing, was buried yester-ill's attorneys is Bowman &
plaint
Cook-stovThe baby died t he pre- expression. The audience fairly howl- !of the make-up- s
of the women cer - l'lay afternoon
Dunlavy, Santa Fe, N. M
It
ed. R. Hamilton Gray, as St. Elmo
of
ceding
day
poisoning.
U of sa id
trychnine
do
not
them
did
Wit ness my hand and
justice.
Itainly
seems that the mother, while visiting
It has a Cabinet Top with a shelf for keeping plates and food hot. The
Murray "looked the part" and his
Mr. Dodge Coming.
this
at Santa Fe. New M.xicc
court,
nickel finish, with the bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove ornamenl
voice was good and he spoke his lines
1' 1th
dramatic favorite, with a neighbor, had borrowed a bottle1
The universal
of Ma . A. !)., l'.tlo
day
stoves
3
and
2
2
and
with
the
Made
attractive.
1,
and
burners;
of the poison to nut out for rats. Re-with intelligence, but he did not make Sanford Dodge, and a remarkably
Fit ANK W. SHEA RON.
can be had with or without Cabinet.
a sufficiently profound
impression
CP rk
company will play an engag- turning home, site lost the bottle from
(Seal)
for
Descriptive Circular
Every dealer everywhere : if not at yours, write
to cover up the weakness of other ement in this citv on Wednesday June her pocket. It happened to drop in
11'. Eihv. L. SalTord
to the nearest agency of the
lleputy.
in-- '
members of his company. Miss Ida 1st, in Faust. This is Mr. Dodge's the yard where the baby a few
Oil
Weston Rae as Edna Earl was a tenth annual tour during which he utes afterward found it. Every ef-(Incorporated)
NOTICE.
charming girl, but certainly not a has produced al! of the popular fort was made to counteract the of-- !
of
Territorial Engineer.
Department
of
diffthe strychnine, but nothing
great emotional actress for the
Shakespereaiv classic and romantic feet
Number of application lov
icult role she had to portray. Miss Cor-ali- e dramatic masterpieces. He is one of could be done. The child died within
Santa Fe, X. M., April 12. 1!)1U.
Clifton as Agnes was positively the few actors now living whose aim an hour after he was found with the!
Notice is hereby given that oil the
aubottle.
trathe
best
the
the
anil
maintain
to
is
way
funny, judging by
NOTICE OF SUIT.
sold and delivered to you by the
keep
C.th day of April, l'Jlo, in accordance
The Rosborotlgh Bel! Drilling Com-- j Territory of New Mexico,
dience received her, but the dramatist ditions of the stage by producing only
Co., which account ha
with section 2li. Irrigation Law of
did not write any such part for her. such nlays as improve and ennoble pany received their new
been sold to the plaintiff herein;
County of Santa Fe.
of Kennedy,
UmT. W. A. Williams
The real comedian in last night's per those who see them presented rather machine yesterday.
In the District Court in and for the
They are now at
Third cause of action to recover county of Santa Fe, Territory of New
formance, however was van jiggins, than demoralize and degrade, in ouier work on a well for S. A. Milliken.i First .Judicial Dislrict.
,
$1
and interest, for Mexico, made an application to the
principal
the Colorado miner who had bought a words, the influence of Mr. Dodge's This well, when completed will be one Richard H. Manna, Plaintiff.
sold Territorial Engineer of New Mexico,
vs.
No. tl.V.is. goods, wares and merchandise
fancy derby in'the east. He was "the dramatic work has been always for of the largest wells in the valley. It
for a permit to change the point of
this
and
for
than
1110-will
not
and
N.
delivered
let anything good rather
to you by
evil,
be equipped with an electric
Glenville A. Collins, Defendant.
Salmon, diversion
goods" and he did
granted under permit No.
like the presence of a third person em- reason he should be supported by tor for pumping.
which account has been sold to the 108 from a
To Glenville A. Collins, Defendant.
point S. X', degrees, IS minupto
see
R.
the
desire
J.
who
those
stage
barrass him in his love making.
The humorist, Robert Owen Smith,
You will take notice that an action plaintiff herein;
utes
20tu
ft.
E,
deWalkers, as Doctor Harding, was also lifted and elevated, rather than
delivered a lecture at the Clark opera has been filed against you in the DisFourth cause of action to recover
Such appropriation is to be made
titter
audience
graded.
clever and made the
house last night. The entertainment trict Court, for the First Judicial Dis- ?12.('i0. principal and interest, on an from NW. Cor. Sec. 2, T. V) N., R.
was held under the auspices of the trict of the Territory of New Mexico, account stated between you and R. M. !) E. to a
minpoint X. C'J degrees
Methodist, and the proceeds went in- in the County of Santa Fe, in which MeKenzie. which account stated 'has utes E. 12'.m ft, from S. W. Cor. Sec
EXHIBITS
HISTORICAL
SOPHOMORES TO
to the parsonage fund.
Richard H. Manna is plaintiff and you been sold to the plaintiff herein; total ;u, t. 11 x. r. it e.
AT SAN DIEGO FAIR.
READ
ESSAYS.
The commencement exercises of the are defendant.
judgment demanded against yon on
The Territorial Engineer will take
the four causes of action, being the this application up for consideration
school
will be held Friof
The
said
action
Doming
high
general
objects
In.
Interesting Program at High School Will Be Typical of the Far West
day evening, May 27th at Clark's are to recover the following sums of sum of $!0;.!)4. principal and interest on the llth of July, lulu, and all pereluding New Mexico, Central and
Tomorrow Afternoon Class
house. The commencement ser- money, on four separate causes of to the date of this action, and co-t- s
sons who may oppose the granting of
opera
South America.
.if suit.
Songs and Recitations.
mon was preached last Sunday by Rev action stated therein, as follows:
the above application must file their
Watkins of the Baptist church.
First cause of action to recover
You are further notilied that
the objections substantiated with affidavUnder the agreement entered into
The Sophomores will read eassys
and interest, for plaintiff has attached a piano belong- its (properly backed with application
T. D. Smith, of fhe Wagner Elec $!.". SO, principal
the representatives of San trie Company, is in town
between
goods wares and merchandise, sold ing to you which was in the posses- number) with the Territorial Engintomorrow afternoon at the high school
superintendand those of San Francisco cer- ing the construction of the
and their exercises will begin at 2::!0 Diego
power lines and delivered to you by the Santa Fe sion of H. C. Haniil, Santa Fe, N. M. eer on or before that date.
tain salient features have been accord- for the Deniing Ice and Electric
Hardware & Supply Co.. which ac- and that unless you appear and an
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Comp. m. Eleven "Sophs" will read essays ed for exploitation
count
by the Panama- - pany.
Itiis
beto
sold
the
been
to
on
or
swer
or
said
Territorial Engineer
The
action
plaintiff
farmers
plead
either
following
and judging by their titles they will be California exposition as being peculihave electric motors installed or have herein: second cause of action to re- fore the lilth day of July, A. I)., 1!H0.
the
ball,
Base
navy, arly adaptable to the purposes of the
quite interesting.
If you are in need of anything, try
ordered them: J. M. Young, J. M. Will- cover $27.!'S', principal and interest, judgment will be rendered
against
radium, Roosevelt in Europe and San- San Diego enterprise. Within
the iams.
Xew Mexican Want Ad.
George Bum pus. S. A. Milliken. for goods, wares and merchandise, you and the above attached property
ta Fe will figure in the subjects of scope of these unique features will
A.
S.
frank
Sam
Harrett,
Alniy,
the essays as may be seen from the be the presentation of the history of Sell
wing Tom Croley, Wall Brothers,
following program:
the countries tributary to the exposi- and J. E. Snyder.
These motors agof the
exhibits
tion and objective
"Dignity of Self Reliance"
about i'uft horse power, and
gregated
. .Emma
.
Goebel modern scientific processes of reclam- consume all
the power which the pow"Sons of Farmers Who Have Worked ation, irrigation and colonization.
er plant with its present equipment
come
Eugene Harvey
Up"
Hislory: Under this head will
can furnish. Plans and specifications
"Beautiful Scenes in a Canon" ....
the collecting of exhibits of all the na- for a 400 horse
installation are
Pauline Kinsell tive tribes of our own far west Mexi- before the board power
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
of directors, and the
Edna Lutz co, Central and South America: the
"Battle for Fresh Air"
Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
company will be prepared to furnish
having
"Roosevelt's Tour of Europe"
reproduction of their architecture and that much power before next season.
STRIPLING-BURROW& CO
Lola Michelson mode of living, together with their
"Science Against Skill in Baseball..
arts and industries, in such a manAlbert Reingardt ner as to preserve the story of races
"Public Schools of Santa Fe"
fast passing away.
Morton Seligman
Reclamation:
The government has
"A Career in the Navy"
spent, and is spending, vast sums of
arid America.
Hazel Sparks money in reclaiming
Lillian Schafranka Practically all of this wealth is being
"Radium"
"Our Own Town" .Charlotte Wientge spent in the southwest, where a terriIsabel Walker tory as large as the state of New York
"Kit Carson"
The following programs will also be hitherto supposed to be absolutely
carried out:
worthless, is being turned into a veritable
garden. Few persons outside of
Miss Schnepple's Room.
Song "American medley.. By 12 Girls the districts immediately affected by
tihese projects know anything of the
Recitation Closing Day
Frank Quintana work going on. There is every reason
are
Action Song To Japan
By 8 Girls to believe that when these facts
made known, and the manner in which
Recitation 'Sing Hey for Vacation. .
Lupita Rivera this reclamation is being accomplish
ed is demonstrated, it will create a
"Trading Dollies"
world wide interest in the developLulu Barela
Dutch Doll
ment of this section of the country.
Delia Hill
Boy Doll
Irrigation: In the mater of irriga
Nurse
Griselda Brit ton
tion it is proposed to demonstrate
Vicenta Rodrigues
Fine Lady
the manner of storing, carrying and
Recitation We Swing Our Basket..
applying water for the purposes of
By Eight Pupil; cultivation from the rude ditches and
Doll's
Song
Lullaby
adobe reservoirs of the aborigines to
Recitation Each Has a Work
the immense masonry dams and aqueBy Eight Girls ducts of the present, day, which are
Song Vacation is Here
By School among the most remarkable engineerWand Drill Red, White and Blue
ing feats of the age. Few persons realBy Twelve Pupils ize the change that can be accomplishRecitation Crowing of Summer.
deserts
ed with water in our
Recitation Firecrackers
or the possibility of conserving this
Leonicio Apodaca water in these arid districts, but what
But a little over two years ago there was not so very much being said or done that would awaken the sensss
Miss Gutterman's Room.
has been donei in isolated cases can
of those who have watched the progress of the state of California.
The riches of the mountains and canyons
.
School
Song America
By
be done today with millions of acres
in gold had long since been credited to the past.
Riding Song With Motions
of supposedly worthless land.
By 4 Girls and 10 Boys
But two years ago the world was again startled with the knowledge that greater riches than had ever been proColonization:
Having a vast undeRecitation Anticipation
duced from Mother Earth were at hand in the wonderful oil fields which were just being developed.
veloped and sparsely settled territory
Willie Muller with
These have been developed within that period until the state of California stands the premier state in the
plenty of water, and capable of
Song Ding Dong
By School producing every known fruit and grain
Union in its oil field capacity and reputation.
Springtime
it remains to people that territory.
Good thing then to .investigate, is it not?
Juanita Sena, Petrocina Igalo, Wil- Accomplish this and two markets are
v;
lie Lopez and Manuel Pino.
tlhe
who
soil
for
the
of
tiller
created
.
Worth looking into for a sure and safe investment?
Song The May Time...... By School
the manufacturer who utiproduces,
The Newsboys March and Drill
California National Crude Oil Company stock is the best investment we know of. 40 cents per share today,
lizes and the capitalist who develops
By 12 Boys
but 50 cents the latter part of the week. Buy now.
all these buy and sell. San Diego
Song Dear Robin
By School is 'the gateway to the southwest. A
"Come with Me". .Exercise by 8 girls demonstration of these facts will
Song Columbia, the Gem of the bring the people and the capital.
Ocean
By School
After the completion of the Panama
Song New Mexico
By School canal a large part of the stream of
Recitation My Dolly . .Velma Parson
California national Crude Oil Co.
European immigration now pouring inCalifornia Rational Crude Oil Co.
Song Ho! Ho! vacation Days Aire to the ports of the Atlantic states can
I.
W.
Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
Here
By School easily be diverted to the Pacific coast
GENTLEMEN:
GENTLEMEN:
Flag March and Drill. .... .By 16 Girls and San Diego, because of geographic
shares of
shares of
Kindly issue me
Kindly Issue me
al position, will be the distributing
CAL. NATIONAL CRUDE OIL CO.
of above corporaStock
the
of
above
Treasury
corporathe
Stock
Treasury
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com- point for these colonies of homeseek
tion.
tion.
we have nothing
that
fact
ers.
The
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING,
In payment
Enclosed find $
in payment
yany has on hand a large supply 0f
find
Enclosed
$
on this coast to offer the immigrant
LOS ANGELES.
for same.
for same
pads and tablets suitable for acbool except the potential possibilities of an
Name
Name
work, the desk, and also tor lawyers undeveloped country requiring energy
Address
Address
and merchants; good everywhere. We and ambition will exclude the undesirwill sell them at 5 cents in foook form. able element, for we only have to cite
faii-hate-
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sea-wa-

Im-
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Cook-Stov- e

j

mirth-provokin-

e,

j
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j

e
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Continental

111

well-drillin- g

Company

j

!
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i
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Bright's

No. 14

Millions made in Oil.
Millions yet to be made in oil.

d

The demand keeps step with the supply.

"

'
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Vacation time is Kodak time. Our
stock is complete. From $1.00 to $35.

Fischer

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a dz

Sive 1 dz wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Stiver Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every flay, picked ripe shipped on ice. fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in

1.

1.4.

F. ANDREWS

4.

TT.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

have just Received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. AH new patterns and
designs.

.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THSM

AnniF qfiiqiuian

HRV

nnnns nn

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELQAD0 Mgr.

FlnSI

CLASS

HACK SERVICE

;

corriocs hack line sasv

ZTtL Baggies and Saddle
VVi

Horses

1

(Continued From Page Two.)
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
Mi

Minor City Topics

I1

no--

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 1910.

Drug Co.
Summer
How the

Fifty Years

Wnr

j

M

Standard

W04

-

Boarders
See
are taken in. Tonight is your only
chance to sec this.
Memorial Day The Ladies of the
Woman's Relief Corps will he glad to!
have (lowers sent to Post hall Monday!
morning' for decoration of graves in!
i
the afternoon.
Attention, especially of the young
graduates, is called to the change of j
ad for The Bis Store. Mr. Salmon has
made special preparation for the graduating folks.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, agent for the Imperial Laundry, wil call on her patrons for the laundry Tuesday and
!
Wednesday of next week instead of
Monday and Tuesday.
'
Struck By Engine Bensolon Mon-toyaged ;',5 years, was struck by an
eastbound Santa Fe train near Albuquerque yesterday and was hurled violently into a ditch but escaped serious
injury.
for
Ground Broken
Cottage
vestibule of the mansion will be
Ground has been broken for a modern j (her rooms and that New Mexican ads SALMON TO BUILD
SPLENDID MANSION. unique in design. It will be decorated
brick cottage on the south side of were all right.
in marble and will contain clothes
East Palace avenue by Peter M. A. j Telephone Mergers Accomplished
- closets and
Fin1
e
Tele-One
in
of
Be
of
Will
Colonial
assistant
and
places for hats and overThe
Lienau,
Style,
superitendent
Telephone
shoes. The house will have several
est in Territory La Driere is
insurance.
graph Company, a subsidiary company
bath rooms all with marble, floors and
There is no nicer present than a j of the Bell Telephone system, has not
the Architect.
A firm believer in the future of San- the latest of fixtures.
Kodak for your young friends who are only acquired the Las Cruces
While it is not known, the exact
from school. Fischer Drug! change hut also the Silver City, Dem- - ta Fe, N. Salmon, the well known
Co.
ing and Alamogordo exchanges and merchant, has awarded the contract cost of Mr. Salmon's home it will be
for the building of a fine mansion for an expensive one and when finished it
Those Who Wish to Spend an even- their lines.
ing of jollity and fun should hear "A
Drowned in the Rio Grande Dr. T. his own use to G. Reingardt and work is said will compare favorably with
Tax on Bachelors" at the high school P. Martin, of Taos, today brings the has already begun on the foundation. any in the Territory.
Mr. Salmon said today that he is
The house is to built on Manhattan
auditorium tomorrow night. Tickets news of the drowning of Peter Lutz,
at the door, 25 cents. School children of Fort Lupton, Colo., in the Rio and Don Caspar avenues and the plans 'confident the capital will ever remain
La Driere of in Santa Fe and that statehood or no
15 cents.
Grande near the Embudo railroad sta- have been drawn by J. L.
statehood, the city has the brightest
Sister of Charity Seriously III Sis- tion. He was an employe of the Santa Albuquerque.
ter Mary Pauline of the Sisters of Barbara Pole and Tie Company and
It will be one and a half stories future before it, as everywhere in the
Charity at Albuquerque, is seriously was taking a drive down the river high, will be made of the finest brick, world Santa Fe now js recognized as
ill and little hope is held out for her when the accident occurred. His body and will have & wide porch running possessing a peerless climate and so
recovery. She spent the greater part has not been recovered, although the around two sides of the building. A many artistic and historic treasurers
that it is a delight as. well as coveted
of her sixty years in the order in mis- drowning occurred on
Monday morn- porte cochere will be at the right. honor to reside
here. ?
sion work in and about Albuquerque.
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A Kodak makes a suitable present
At Gallup the case of the Territory
and billiard tables and cozy corner. In
fo the young lady,
or
gentleman
vs. J. L. Harrington charged with the
the basement will also be the furnace,
Fischer Drug Co.
larceny of four head of cattle by a graduate.
and boiler for the house will be heatFine Peacock Killed The handsome ed by steam. It will be lighted by
Navajo Indian, is on trial in the district court before Judge Ira A. Abbott. peacock owned by Major Fred Muller electricity and all of the fixtures will
Don't Fail to See that beautiful and said to have been one of the fin- be of the most improved style.
Biograph, Love Among the Roses. This est looking birds of its kind in the
The entrance of the mansion will be
itself is worth the price of admission territory, was reported killed by dogs by an Egyptian door beautifully carvat the Elks' theater, tonight only.
yesterday. Just what fate awaits ed. On the left' will be a
spacious dinClub The some of Santa Fe's dogs remains to
Democrats
Organize
entrance .Jo wjiich wiH.
the
room,
ing
seeknown'"
wel1
Two
canines be
Democrats of BernalilTcounty fiaveie
and through
under, an archway
organized by 'eiefcting Hon. H.B. Fer w'fftr have the bad haMt'of running af marble pillars; The. dining room will
dister
automobiles
and
life
making
guson president; J. Korber, first vice
be lighted at night by a chandelier of
president; Manuel U. Vigil, second agreeable for bicyclists who s'ay they 100 electric bulbs producing a daz
have
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to
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the
to
pavements
vice president; W. J. Dowdell, third
effect. A side
zling and beautiful
vice president; J. L. Bell, treasures, avoid the dogs attacked a cow' in the board will be built in the wall and it
"park" near the Palace' hotel A' day or will be both substantial and
and C. E. Hines, secretary. i(.
elegant
If you have' rooms to rent, put; an two ago. The cowl However,'""' sent in appearance.
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'Mexican.
"Ad" in the New
f
closets will stand between. the dining
We are, continually receiving
calls
room and kitchen. The parlor, library
from people who want furnished Rebound When excellent worK can and sleeping rooms will be on the
rooms. One lady who just ordered her be. done right at home. Consult the first floor and there will also be sleep
"Ad." out said she rented all four of New Mexican Bindery.
ing rooms on the upper floor. The
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To Young Men Who

are About

to Graduate.
very often in this
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
You don't graduate
'

If

XM'

For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you'. They want to see you looking your best.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish, and they fit right.

i

We have special models for young
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men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and em-- ,
phasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be

proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to 127.50.
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